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What is Conversation Intelligence?


According to one consultant “Conversation Intelligence uses
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to record . . . and analyze sales calls and
generate recommendations—powering not just coaching, but
every aspect of sales enablement with data-driven insights into
individual and team performance.”



While this is a great definition, what does it mean to your company?
Why should you care about Conversation Intelligence?



Recent studies show that more than half of all sales reps miss their
quota and that this has been magnified since the drastic change
to the Work-From-Home environment.

The way forward…

Conversation tracking - True in-depth Call Review - Elevated Coaching



Taking on the challenge of coaching remote sales
teams requires that managers have a system that
provides relevant, in-depth call review, along with a
system that can make decisions based on what
actually happened during the sales call.

AI Generated Opening Statements


Immediately establish relevancy
to the prospect and build their
confidence that the sales rep
may help them solve a
problem.



This tool also builds the reps selfconfidence which in turn
creates trust between them
and their prospects.

AI Generated
Conversation Tracking
No need to try to remember what was
discussed during the calls, our Conversation
Trackers do that for you!
Just a simple click not only tracks the
subject being discussed but also tracks the
duration that subject was discussed.
Conversation Trackers can be regenerated
during the call based upon the actual time
key points are discussed and as the
information on the prospect evolves.

The Story So Far
Our Story So Far will provide
the details of every call in a
streamlined way… making
your life easier.
This custom Call Map gives
you a link to the recorded
call, with time stamps of all
the points of interest within
that call.
Maximize your time efficiency
and turn your Call Recording
software into an effective
tool instead of a burden.

Content Feedback
 Useful2Me™ - Feedback on the
Content (Talking Points) and
Conversation Trackers is easily given
with this helpful tool!
 Users, especially sales reps, like to
give their feedback if it is easy, but
few will take the time to give
feedback if it is difficult or time
consuming.
 Managers and Marketing Teams
can easily review ALL feedback
given by looking at the Talking
Point Feedback & Ratings Report

AI
Generated
Emails



The What2Send™ module allows each sales rep to
automatically generate relevant, customized emails
for each prospect and every call through the entire
sales cycle.



Regular, relevant emails to prospects reinforce points
made and separates you from your competitors. All
with a simple click of a button!

Conversation Insights

An INSTANT report that is specific to the lead record you are reviewing



Last Date - The last date a subject was
discussed



Count – The number of times the subject was
discussed



Duration - The total time a subject was
discussed



Targeted Time - lets the Rep and the Sales
Manager know how well the rep is following
the recommended best practices



The % of Targeted Time - makes deviation
from this important metric easy to see.

The last column is a graphical representation of
the % of the total time (Duration) that a subject
was discussed.

Click2Know™

Take your call review a step further. Greater insights into sales
calls with a 3D approach.

Hear The Call

The recorded call or
meeting segment of
interest just by clicking
on the discussion of
interest in the Story So
Far.

See The
Interactions

The interactions
between the rep and
their prospects in
recorded video calls.

Read The
Transcription

Transcription is provided
as a third tool for call
reviewing.

“Flagged”
Reporting
For
Managers

The Conversation Map Report shows any discussions that
occurred during a selected period where subjects of interest (like
“Discussed the Purchase Process” for over 3 minutes) is
automatically flagged for the Sales Manger to review.
This report is tailored for what each sales manager wants to see
and can be run on demand for any time period, sales rep, or
contact list. It even includes a link back to the lead record for the
manager’s convenience.

Suggestions2U™

After reviewing their sales
reports, Managers can
easily send Suggestions2U™
to their sales reps.

These specific deal
suggestions are added to
the Story So Far for context
and are also sent by email
or text message, so the rep
is sure to see them.

Best Practices
Validator
The Best Practice Model Validator is the
first step towards creating accurate
Forecasting.

By analyzing the interactions that were
completed in the deals that closed,
the system will help you create a Best
Practices Model that can be
replicated by ALL reps.

Forecasting4U™
Take the guesswork or "subjective forecasting" out of the equation and turn sales
forecasting into an actionable, OBJECTIVE tool.

Effective Sales Behavior Modeling

Topic Tracking On Won Sales

Accurate Data Comparison

Utilize objective probability to
identify top performer behaviors

Track the topics that top performers
are consistently using

Compare close probabilities from
reps versus the AI engine generated
probability to close for more
accurate sales forecasting

What2Know

20+ Reports that track and analyze sales activities to discover what is
working throughout the sales and marketing process.

